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Letter from the Chair

Letter from the CEO

Doug Rathbone AM

Karen James

It is a pleasure to provide the 2021/22 Annual
Report to the stakeholders of Business for
Development (B4D). Reflecting on the year,
I would like to acknowledge the hard work
and accomplishments of our CEO Karen James,
our teams, our Board, our partners, and most
importantly the farmers we work for.

Work is also underway in the Kwale Agribusiness
Program (Kenya) to support the cooperative
(PAVI) and its board to transition to sustainable
independence. In support, B4D has provided all
board members with operational, financial, and
leadership training so they can make informed,
effective decisions for their cooperative.

Throughout our Annual Report, you will
see examples of how B4D has kept true to
its purpose and helped business achieve
sustainable development for enhanced
outcomes. As a result, these organisations
are meeting their sustainability commitments
for customers, employees, shareholders and
the community.

In reading our Annual Report, I hope you
will, as we do, engage in the work of B4D as
we continue to tackle some of today’s most
complex issues. Our work in Africa and the
Asia-Pacific leads to food security, social equity,
economic empowerment and supports climate
smart agriculture approaches. As a result, our
partners are achieving their ESG strategies,
driving sustainable development outcomes and
ensuring a positive legacy.

The Winter Wheat Pilot in Mpumalanga, South
Africa – done in partnerships with Glencore Coal,
the International Council for Mining and Minerals,
Impact Catalyst and the Mine Water Coordinating Body – demonstrated rehabilitated
mine land and mine affected water can grow
commodities if precision agriculture approaches
are applied. The pilots’ report is being used to
engage the resource sector and the government
to reassess these assets to creating a post mine
economy.
B4D is working with the Australian Centre for
Agriculture Research (ACIAR) and the Pacific
Islands Forum Fisheries Agency (FFA) to research
opportunities to develop the Pacific Island tuna
sector. The research is conducting a landscape
analysis on value-adding opportunities,
maximising the utilisation of each fish and
facilitating inclusive and innovative value chains
to improve the retention of value for the Pacific
region.
In partnership with Wonderland Agristock Limited
(WAL), the Hela Community Piggery Enterprise
in Papua New Guinea is growing from strength
to strength. This year the first major steps were
made in building a modern commercial piggery
designed as a social enterprise in the province –
a first of its kind.
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I would like to thank Elizabeth Raut our board
Secretary for over a decade of service
(September 2011 to February 2022) her
commitment and support has
been unwavering. We wish her well in her future
endeavours.
Our sincerest thanks to the ongoing support
of our funders and partners as without them
we would not be in a position to achieve what
we do.

The past twelve months have been steered in
alignment with our purpose – the foundation
and north star for our intentions and actions.
The decade ahead represents a time where
leadership will be defined by action. Building
sustainable businesses in the communities
where we operate provide the food security,
resilience and adaption needed now and in the
future. This is why our focus has been on action.
The COVID-19 pandemic has been an
accelerator for most organisations – both
positive and negative. For B4D, it has raised
the bar on real outcomes, long-term
sustainability, and ESG (environmental, social,
and governance) practices and policies. All
good news from our perspective. We have
proven to ourselves, our stakeholders, and
the communities we serve we can build local
teams, enhance capability and innovate using
technology and ingenuity. With over 65% of our
team now working regionally, our program’s
timelines to reach sustainability are shortening
as skills on the ground advance.
Throughout the year the importance of building
partnership ecosystems contributes to the pace
of reaching sustainability. As demonstrated
in our current programs, the power of sectors
working together advances the impact and
outcomes for smallholder farmers. In particular,
research and our partnership with the Australian
Centre for International Agricultural Research
focuses on resolving systemic issues both
agronomically and in the value chain. When our
programs include multiple sectors, they not only
thrive but they role model changes required for
a net-zero world. Our work this year in Papua
New Guinea (PNG), Kenya, and South Africa
is a testament to the power of cross-sector
partnerships.

continue our work as well as lay the foundations
for new programs currently managed under
non-disclosure agreements in PNG and
Botswana. Having completed the research
and strategy we look forward to executing the
programs in the year ahead.
As always smallholder farmers and their
communities are our priority with training at
the forefront of our activities. Food security and
building sustainable livelihoods have never
been more important – inputs and pragmatic,
climate-smart agronomics are critical to the
success of each crop. The smallholder farmers
we work with have an intimate relationship
with their land, soil and culture and to that end
we understand the importance of building
our team in country. We know also the roots
of climate action go deep into our soil – both
metaphorically and literally. To that end, I would
like to thank our teams in PNG, Kenya, and South
Africa for their relentless efforts throughout the
year. Your commitment and tenacity are greatly
appreciated. Safety, operations, strategy, and
business development are key to ensuring our
work in country is seamless and to that end, I
commend the agile, lean Australian team.
Partnerships remain centre stage and we thank
everyone in our Board, our pro and low bono
partners, and those who continue to fund our
work as without you we are not able to provide
the enabling services achieving impact in the
regions where we operate.
Thank you to everyone who has partnered with
B4D, and we look forward to the year ahead
as we continue our work to create sustainable
legacies in the communities where we operate.

The COVID variant posed a challenge
throughout the year with growth and expansion
limited – coupled with the ceasing of Australian
Government support strained our potential
financially. Agility and adaption enabled us to
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About Us

We enable organisations to achieve sustainable, social and
economic outcomes, and leave a lasting positive legacy in
some of the world’s most remote communities. Together we
achieve the ‘S’ in ESG.

Why we exist

To activate business, government, research,
markets, finance and communities to achieve
sustainable and profitable value – benefiting
everyone.

Our core services
Options Study: a review outlining economic
options to build upon a community’s strengths
and address systemic disadvantages, executed
through a combination of desktop analysis, infield community engagement and collaboration
with key stakeholders.
The result is a prioritised list of options that have
been assessed for feasibility and reflect the
values and desires of the community.
An options study facilitates the strengthening
of community relationships, enabling the
development of a social license to operate and
fulfilling social ESG commitments.
Pilot: seeks to prove the viability of an idea by
testing new or existing approaches to meet
community needs.
Pilots are designed to minimise risk while
maximising learnings. They are an invaluable
way to inspire communities to see “what’s
possible”; bring parties together to achieve
consensus; review the agronomics of an
area; explore market opportunities; identify
and/or advocate for policy change; and test
stakeholder engagement.
Pilots are often a precursor to a full-scale
program.
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What we do

We assess and address key issues facing
communities that lead to poverty, food
insecurity, weak governance, inequality
and environmental vulnerability.

Program Management: design and implement
agribusiness programs for smallholder farming
communities, working towards income and
food security, sustainable growth, resilience
and social cohesion. Our programs use a
transdisciplinary approach that considers value
chains (e.g., access to appropriate finance
and affordable quality inputs), environmental
elements (e.g., climate smart agriculture
practices) and social behaviour change to
understand the social and cultural dynamics
of the community, informing the change
management process to achieve sustainable
and equitable outcomes.
Clients benefit from improved relationships
with the community, contributing towards
the achievement of social ESG outcomes,
accountability with metrics and an evidencebased approach, and a focus on the
community’s independence post program
completion.
Research for Development: work with clients
to improve the productivity, sustainability and
resilience of agricultural and food systems.
Our research seeks to address food insecurity,
improve incomes, bring about partnerships
and collaboration, enhance social equity and
support sustainable development.
Workshops: work with clients in a collaborative
environment to deepen knowledge, challenge
consensus, review issues in new ways and codevelop solutions.

Our impact
and outcomes

•	Food security for the communities where
you operate or serve.
• Support ‘S’ targets in your ESG strategy.
•	Create strong partnerships to achieve
sustainable and profitable value –
benefiting everyone.
•	Foster a positive reputation with the
local community and government.
•	Secure sustainable sourcing, including
compliance with the Modern Slavery Act
and supply chain transparency in existing
or new markets.
•	Improve consumer engagement and brand
awareness based on ESG outcomes.
•	Enhance investment returns by improving
long-term capital allocation and creating
a more sustainable value chain.
•	Support governments to improve economic
development and food security.
•	Access the data and insights to advocate
for a certain position.

Photos: Smallholder farmers in Papua New Guinea
demonstrating how well their kau kau is growing.
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Oppor-tuna-ties
for the Pacific
Coming from humble beginnings, the fish formerly known
as neko-matagi, or ‘fish that even a cat would disdain’ has
gained much popularity over the years.
One of the world’s most popular seafoods, tuna
is one of the fastest and strongest predators in
the open ocean – hence the nickname ‘Ferraris
of the sea’. Tuna is also one of the greatest
shared natural resources of the Pacific Islands
region, providing jobs, government revenue and
contributing towards meeting the nutritional
needs of the Pacific Islands community. Yet on
average, 66% of tuna landings come from the
Pacific and only 30% of value is retained, with
limited in-region processing. In addition, some
of the Pacific’s key challenges – population
growth, climate change and overfishing – will
place increasing pressure on the sustainability
of tuna resources.

There has been extensive research conducted
to date on the Pacific tuna sector, but this has
typically focused on the regulatory environment
or specific topics such as climate change. The
primary objective of this project is to focus
resources on the most promising opportunities,
and therefore commercial feasibility is a
top priority to maximise the probability of
shortlisted opportunities progressing towards
commercialisation. A multi-disciplinary team
has been assembled to ensure different angles
are explored – covering seafood science,
commercialisation and innovation, sociocultural, regulatory, technology, consumer
insights and deep industry knowledge.

Business for Development has been engaged
by ACIAR (Australian Centre for International
Agricultural Research) and FFA (Pacific
Islands Forum Fisheries Agency) to research
opportunities for increasing the value retained
by the Pacific region from their tuna resources.
Research will include a broad scan and
feasibility assessment of the various end uses
of tuna, ranging from food products, food
additives that provide health benefits,
animal feed and industrial uses, coupled with
developing an understanding of the systemic
barriers that may be hindering the successful
commercialisation of opportunities – for
example, access to finance.

The project is still in its early days but tuna’s
versatility and high nutritional content means
that the possibilities are endless, with the
potential to improve employment opportunities,
food and nutritional security, and inclusivity
while also reducing waste and improving
the sustainability of tuna stocks. Who knows?
Perhaps in a few years’ time you’ll see tuna
leather, bottled tuna or micro-canned tuna
produced by a small-scale Pacific business
on a shelf near you.

Photo: Pacific Tuna from Adobe.
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The Path to Sustainable
Independence
It has been one year since Elias Kimaru joined Business for
Development as the implementation manager of the Program
for Expansion of the cooperative (PAVI) for Sustainable
Independence, or as we like to call it Project PEPSI.
Elias is tasked with preparing and strengthening
the board of the PAVI cooperative – a memberowned, member-run and member-serving
agribusiness – so they can eventually 100%
manage the Kwale Agribusiness Program
(KAP). PAVI (which stands for Pamba and Viazi
cooperative) supports members for KAP to
grow cotton for Cotton On Group, grow fruit
and vegetables to improve economic and food
security, manage production of stockfeed for
local poultry and support poultry production for
the Kwale market.
A major focus of Elias’ work has been on the
cooperative’s governance structure, where
B4D is looking to ensure the best local people
are on the board to advance the cooperative’s
economic, social and environmental objectives.
A board election was held this financial year,
and Elias worked to ensure the candidates
were strong local farmers to represent the
community. All board members were provided
operational, financial and leadership training
so they are skilled, confident board members
enabling information and effective decisions
steering PAVI to sustainable independence.

Photo: Elias working with smallholder
farmers in Kwale, Kenya.
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As a membership cooperative, PAVI’s profits
are reliant on its ability to retain and secure
new members whilst supporting them to
increase farm productivity. To achieve this,
PAVI has to conduct programs that appeal to
the community. Our role is to support PAVI and
its members in different operational aspects,
which include:
-	assisting in ensuring the supply of quality
inputs e.g., seeds, fertiliser and chemicals,
-	providing agronomic extension services so
members’ agronomic knowledge is improved,
-	collecting all data in the field to safeguard the
history of crops and demonstrate learning to
enhance outcomes via data analysis,
-	connecting PAVI to the best buyers to
complete the value chain, and
-	ensuring all members are paid on time for
the sale of their commodities.
All these activities make PAVI a more attractive
cooperative to the community who are
interested in becoming members.
The PAVI cooperative is on the path to being a
force for sustainable and inclusive development.
And now, thanks to the guidance provided to
the PAVI Board, staff and with the assistance of
B4D, the cooperative is starting to be a profitable
and independent entity that delivers superior
services benefiting smallholder farmers in Kwale
and beyond.

Photos: Smallholder farmers managing the land
in Kwale, Kenya.
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Economic
Empowerment –
The Ripple for Progress
Economically empowering
a community can be a
ripple effect for progress
in education, health,
employment, gender equality
and the reduction of poverty
and inequality, and can lay
the foundation for peaceful,
secure and stable societies.

Photo: Dr Ross Cutler (Senior Consultant - Animal Husbandry) with
Noel Kuman (Program Lead) reviewing the progress the community
has made in growing both kau kau and cassava.

Another core part of the program is the
building of a modern piggery. The piggery
has been designed to exceed Australian welfare
codes for freedom of movement, generous
space and ensuring an enriched environment.
WAL aims to have a herd of contented
pigs cared for by people who have a deep
attachment to their animals.

This ripple effect is what we are starting to
witness in Hela Province, Papua New Guinea,
thanks to the Hela Community Piggery Enterprise
(HCPE) which is enabling community members
to earn an income from participating in the
program.
The HCPE is a joint program between B4D and
Wonderland Agristock Limited (WAL), a new
commercial entity, led by landowner businesses,
with community development at its core. Hela
Province is one of the most remote regions of
Papua New Guinea, where there is very little
enterprise and economic opportunity. This year
the B4D team has worked with over 800 farmers
to grow kau kau (sweet potato) and cassava
to be used as raw ingredients for pig stockfeed.
As a result, over 51 tons of kau kau and cassava
were purchased from smallholder farmers who
participated in agronomic training. Noel, B4D’s
Program Lead, advised “this is the best thing
that could happen. To reconnect with farmers
and build up their interest, thus fulfilling a key
outcome of the program which is to empower
the community financially by growing and
selling stockfeed.”

At the piggery, pigs will be grown to 6 weeks,
and then distributed to smallholder farmers
(service providers to WAL) who raise the pigs
to 24 weeks. The pigs are raised in a village
system incorporating biosecurity principles
to keep African Swine Fever at a distance.
Once fully grown, the pigs return to the piggery
to be sold as live pigs and over time into
processed pork, providing another means for
community members to earn an income, and
a much-needed source of protein in the region.

Photo: Smallholder farmers working
the land in Hela province to grow kau kau.
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Due to the remote location, building a piggery
is no simple undertaking. This financial year
involved negotiating and leasing 5.4 hectares
of land with local landowners; clearing of land;
building a 90-ton capacity bunker for holding
stockfeed at the farm, complimented by 60-ton
capacity bunkers constructed at three model
farms; shipping most building materials
726km from Lae to Nogoli; building a strong

fence around the farm area; site works for water
supply, plumbing, drainage, effluent disposal;
construction of a farm road, dam, compost pad
and setting up a power supply system for farm
operation. To top it off, a shipping container had
to be retrofitted so the sows purchased from
the Boroma Piggery in Port Moresby are safely
shipped to Lae, and then trucked to Nogoli,
in September 2022.
Other activities include further training by
farmers for farmers at 12 model farms on how
to grow the stockfeed ingredients. The training
included Hela Womens Group (Hela WALI
Enterprise Ltd) who will earn a consistent income
to support their families. Plus, with the local
screen house constructed, the community can
now access virus and disease free locally grown
kau kau vines (resulting in increased yields and
earnings).
A bit of detail to highlight what it takes to create
a ripple effect in Hela. Through starting with
what everyone in PNG knows best – growing kau
kau and rearing pigs – to building the systems
so men and women can be economically
empowered. As a result, the HCPE will have
a lasting positive impact on the province for
generations to come.
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This pilot was done in partnership with Glencore
Coal South Africa, the International Council for
Mining and Minerals, Impact Catalyst and the
Mine Water Co-ordinating Body.

Partnerships for a
Just Transition in
South Africa
This year Business for Development executed a pilot at
Wonderfontein Colliery in Mpumalanga, South Africa,
to test the performance of remediated mine land and
mine affected water for agriculture using both modern and
smallholder farming techniques as part of ESG commitments.
Photo: Glencore and B4D reviewing the winter wheat.
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Research and discussion have long been
underway regarding the rehabilitation of
South Africa’s coal mines into other potential
economic opportunities. As the country strives
to reduce its reliance on coal for local energy
and export revenue, work is required to achieve
a Just Transition where there is “an economywide process that produces the plans, policies
and investments that lead to a future where all
jobs are green and decent, emissions are at net
zero, poverty is eradicated, and communities
are thriving and resilient” 1.
This is especially true in Mpumalanga. Here 80
percent of South Africa’s coal is located, and
there is significant dependence on mining as
the primary economic driver, either directly as
a source of employment or indirectly through
local development and services provided.
Historically, mine rehabilitation has primarily
focused on the environmental aspects to
ensure minimal residual environmental and
health impacts post closure. If a Just Transition
is to be achieved, rehabilitation efforts need to
broaden to mitigate against negative impacts
on people, local infrastructure, local services
and the community as a whole.

1

The full report can be found on Business for
Development’s website. Here are the top three
outtakes from the pilot:
1.	Pilot quantitative outcomes demonstrated
crops using remediated mine land and
mine-affected water achieved higher yields
and with appropriate practices is a potential
viable option for mine closure.
2.	The remediated mine land and mine affected
water had the desired zinc properties for
fortified foods. Further trials are required
to test variable inputs (seed genetics and
fertilisers) to achieve optimum zinc levels in
crops.
3.	Precision agriculture is essential to success
on marginal soils, or where water qualities
are poor. Precision agriculture may be a
barrier to smallholder farmers.
If we are truly going to be sustainable we
need to challenge conventional wisdom, test
assumptions, bridge sectors, partner and
embrace change to take measured risks. Agile
and focused pilots like this one, with partners
including mining companies, government, key
businesses and communities, can support
the development of a positive legacy and
generate a Just Transition for today’s and future
generations.
Full the full report, click on the link below:
https://businessfordevelopment.org/wp-content/
uploads/2022/07/B4D-Wheat-Pilot-Report_Spread_Final.pdf

International Trade Union Confederation (2017) Just Transition – Where Are We Now and What's Next? A Guide to National Policies and International
Climate Governance. Retrieved from: https://www.ituc-csi.org/just-transition-where-are-we-now
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Our Board
Business for Development is governed by a talented group
of business leaders. It ensures that the organisation pursues
its purpose and has the resources and direction it needs to
be successful.

Doug Rathbone AM
Chair

James Lowrey
Deputy Chair and Chair, People Committee

Doug is an accomplished
public company director with
over 40 years’ experience in
agriculture and within food
industries. His background
spans chemical engineering
and commerce.

Based in London, James has over 25 years’
experience in international banking and the
financial services sector, successfully structuring
complex local and cross border transactions
across key industries.

He is Chair of Rathbone
Wine Group, a family-owned
business that includes
Victorian wineries Yering
Station and Mount Langi
Ghiran, and Xanadu Winery
in Western Australia, together
with a temperature-controlled
food and beverage warehouse
and logistics facility based in
Port Melbourne.
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He has broad international board and
governance experience, including in business
and economic development, social enterprise
and the private sector. He is currently the Global
Head – Research & Analysis, Structured Trade
& Commodity Finance at Sumitomo Mitsui
Banking Corporation. His key responsibilities
include managing a team of regional heads
and analysts based in global financial hubs.
James is jointly responsible for relationship
and risk management for the bank’s global
portfolio of customers across the commodity
sector, spanning oil, gas, mining, metals, and
agribusiness.

Karen James
CEO and Acting Asia Pacific
Director

Kristina Hermanson
Chair, Audit, Risk and
Governance Committee

Andrew Guthrie
Member of the People
Committee

Member of the People
Committee, Audit Risk and
Governance Committee

Kristina has extensive
international business
experience in power
generation, agriculture,
and food sectors. She is
the Managing Director
at FMC Corporation for
ANZ and ASEAN regions.
Kristina has an impressive
leadership background
across commercial planning,
company transformation
projects, business
development, and strategy for
multinational corporations.

Andrew has dedicated
his career to agriculture,
having spent more than
three decades working with
Syngenta; one of the world’s
leading agriculture companies,
driven to help safely feed
the world while protecting
the planet. Growing up near
the Yarra Valley in Victoria,
Andrew developed an affinity
for agriculture and studied
Agricultural Science at La Trobe
University.

Karen has a 30-year
background in engineering,
banking, IT, consulting and
change management.
She specialises in helping
companies solve complex
issues and develop strategic
opportunities.
In her role at Business for
Development, she has helped
define the business vision and
strategy and formed relevant
partnerships and stakeholder
relationships to ensure the
target communities get the
most value and benefit out of
the Business for Development
programs.
Karen has worked across
Europe and Asia. She was
previously responsible for
the Commonwealth Bank of
Australia’s (CBA) Corporate
Financial Services division’s
strategy and operations,
founding Women in Focus,
CBA’s Community Business
Finance, and Vision &
Leadership programs.

She has 20 years’ international
business experience, starting
her career as a mechanical
engineer with Alstom in
Switzerland. In 2007, Kristina
joined Archer Daniels
Midland Co, a leading global
agribusiness firm, holding
positions across general
management, commercial
and business development,
strategy, transformation,
and post-merger integration
processes. She also served
as Director of Growth and
Collaboration at Coca-Cola
Amatil.

He embarked on a career
journey that took him from
technical sales representative
for ICI Australia to an
international career leading
multibillion-dollar regional
business units and country
operations across Asia-Pacific,
Europe, Africa and the Middle
East.
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Our Board...

Our Team

continued

Our staff, and their raft of knowledge and ability to troubleshoot
and think out-of-the-square, is key to the organisation being
able to develop projects and produce thought leadership.
Karen James
Chief Executive Officer

For Karen’s biography, please go to Page 17.

Peter Horton
Member of the People
Committee and Audit, Risk
and Governance Committee

Chris Lynch
Member of the Audit, Risk
and Governance Committee

Elizabeth Raut
Company Secretary

Peter is the Group General
Counsel and Company
Secretary of IAG. Peter’s career
included several senior legal
counsel and governance roles.

Over his career, Chris has held
a number of senior positions in
the resource and infrastructure
sector. Currently, Chris serves
as a Non-Executive Director
at Westpac. His last Executive
position was as CFO of Rio
Tinto, based in London, and
prior to that, he was CEO of
Transurban.

Elizabeth completed ten years
as the Victorian Manager
of the Australian Institute of
Architects at the end of 2010.

Prior to joining IAG, Peter’s roles
included Executive Manager
Legal, Governance and Risk
for TransGrid, Group General
Counsel and Company
Secretary for QBE Insurance
Group Limited, Group General
Counsel and Company
Secretary of Woolworths
Limited, General Manager
Legal and Company Secretary
of WMC Resources Limited
and a Corporate Lawyer
then Principal Solicitor at BHP
Petroleum Pty Ltd. In 2018,
Peter was awarded a Lifetime
Achievement Award for service
to corporate law and in house
legal by Global Leaders in Law.
He was awarded Australian
Corporate Lawyer of the Year
in 2002 and his teams were
awarded the Australian Law
Award for In-House Legal
Department of the Year in
2004, 2005 (WMC) and 2013
(Woolworths). Peter is also a
member of ACC ASX GC 100
Executive Committee.
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Chris also held several Senior
Executive positions at BHP,
including as Group President,
Carbon Steel Materials, and
CFO. Before BHP, Chris worked
at Alcoa, both in Australia and
internationally.

Prior to this, Elizabeth worked
in a number of roles within
the health care sector. She
was the National Business
Development Manager with
the Victorian Healthcare
Association, undertook several
management roles at St
Vincent’s Hospital Melbourne
and with the Sisters of Charity
Health Service Melbourne
Region and completed a
public health project for
Health Victoria.

John Cook
Director, Africa

Deb Doan
Program Manager

Lester Bagom
Field Operations Assistant

With more than 20 years’
experience in the food and
agribusiness industry, John
brings significant sector
expertise to his role at Business
for Development.

After working in the corporate
sector at global consulting
firms for eight years and
subsequently co-founding
a startup, Deb’s experience
spans strategy development,
risk management, client
service design and project
management. Deb’s
strengths are in transforming
ideas into action, creating
logical frameworks and
communicating clearly, while
using data to inform decisions.

Lester has been working
across Papua New Guinea in
a variety of agriculture roles.
He started as an Assistant
Instructure in rice production
for the Organization for
Industrial, Spiritual and Cultural
Advancement, and from 2011
to 2013, Lester worked as a
Section Supervisor at Farm
Alstonia Ltd. Here he practiced
and refined his animal
husbandry skills in both pig
and poultry management.
Plus, he worked in vegetable
production. In 2013 Lester joined
Hilans Pik Ltd, as an Assistant
Manager, a continued his
focus on pig production and
the development of local feed.
Lester’s agronomic skills are
a very welcomed addition to
Business for Development’s
Papua New Guinean team.

Throughout his career, John
has held a variety of executive
management positions
including Regional Director of
Kellogg’s Europe, Managing
Director of Kellogg’s Australia,
Global Head of Burns Philp
Consumer Foods Division and
Managing Director of Berri
Limited.
In 2014, John was appointed
to the Commission for
International Agricultural
Research, which provides
expert, strategic advice for
the Australian Centre for
International Agricultural
Research. Leading key
projects in Kenya, John is
deeply committed to seeing
smallholder farmers overcome
poverty through inclusive
business models.
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Our Team...

continued

Eddy Chibu
Country Manager, Kenya

Morris Dzuya
Agronomist and
Agribusiness Expert

Meg Kauthen
Sustainability Designer

Elias Kimaru
Implementation Manager

Eliud Korir
Senior Manager, Livestock
and Stockfeed

Noel Kuman
Agriculture Innovation &
Enterprise Program Lead

Eddy is Business for
Development’s Country
Manager in Kenya. His key
responsibility is to transform
the lives of rural communities
by using a participatory
approach and empowering
smallholder farmers through
the agricultural value chain.
Eddy has more than a decade
of experience working with
the Kenyan Government and
Kwale County Government in
senior administrative positions.

Morris has spent three decades
working for the Kenyan
Government and the Kwale
County Government and has
garnered extensive experience
in crop agronomy and the
development of smallholder
agribusiness. Morris has
significantly helped transform
the lives of smallholder
communities through the
promotion, adoption and
implementation of superior
agricultural technologies and
practices. By doing so, he
has helped expand market
opportunities, lift smallholder
livelihoods, and alleviate
poverty within the community.

Since 2006, Meg has
worked in International
Development partnerships,
first at UNICEF and then with
Plan International Australia.
Since joining Business for
Development her focus
has been researching and
analysing supply chains and
designing market-based
sustainability solutions for
people living in developing
countries and Australia. With
a background in partnerships
development, she has worked
with the team to liaise and
negotiate with stakeholders
including the resource sector,
buyers, governments, NGOs,
community members and
other value chain actors.

A Natural Resource
Management professional with
over 20 years of experience.
Elias has expertise in protecting
and improving environmental
assets such as soils, water,
vegetation, biodiversity, and
wildlife habitats. He excels
at participative approaches
to mobilise communities for
the management of wildlife,
forestry, and tourism. In
addition to holding a number
of strategic leadership
positions, Elias brings to the
table deep experience in
developing and implementing
programs, creating
partnerships, formulating
policy and plans, advocacy,
and developing small-tolarge economic development
programs that have long-term
sustainable impact.

Eliud has more than a decade
of hands-on experience in
poultry production, brand
development, and training
and developing of poultrybased agribusinesses. He has
previously held roles at Kenya
Bixa Ltd and Kenchic Ltd and
in poultry-based livelihood
projects in the Horn of Africa
and Central Africa. Charged
with managing Business
for Development’s poultry
and stock feed program
in Kenya, Eliud is focused
on implementing inclusive
business to impact the lives
of local communities. He does
this by engaging business
with the goal of building a
sustainable, non-exploitative
poultry supply chain.

Noel is an expert in cocoa and
fresh produce post-harvest
research and development,
rural agriculture extension
and agribusiness. His
experience spans the private
sector, Papua New Guinea
Government and International
Development organisations.
In these roles he has helped
transform the lives of rural
farmers through development,
promotion, adaption and
implementation of innovative
technologies and ideas.
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Noel spent eight years
establishing fresh produce
supply chains in Papua New
Guinea, from farm gate to
market, by developing strong
partnerships along the supply
chain and creating more
robust market opportunities for
farmers.
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Our Team...

continued

Saumu Mohamed
Administrator and Business
Analyst

Thomas Ngotho
Senior Program Manager,
Crops and Agronomy

Chiedza Sibanda
Agronomy and Field
Operations Manager

Samanta Simms
Operations and Innovation
Manager

Solomon Sotman
Program Lead

Isidor Tisok
Field Operations Manager

Saumu is the backbone of
Business for Development’s
Kenyan team. Not only does
she support all aspects of
administration and manage
requirements at a project
level, but she also uses her
strong interpersonal and
communication skills to
be the business analyst
in the application of new
technologies for the Kenyan
team.

Thomas has worked
extensively with the Kenyan
Government on livelihood
partnership programs with
international organisations.
He has extensive experience in
helping to build the capacities
of the local people who
depend on agriculture for their
livelihood. In addition, he spent
over ten years coordinating
agricultural extension services
for the Kenyan economic
recovery program.

With more than a decade’s
experience in the agriculture
industry, Chiedza has held a
variety of positions including
Research Officer for Finealt
Engineering, Plant scientist
for Manstrat, Project Analyst/
Agronomist and Global Gap
Consultant for Made with Rural.

Samanta brings almost two
decades of experience in
business administration and
operations in the corporate
sector to her role at Business
for Development. She has
worked for two divisions of a
multi-national engineering
company, involved in the
power, mining, oil and gas
industries.

Having worked for more
than 17 years across several
agricultural commodities,
with a particular focus in
animal husbandry, Solomon
brings extensive agronomic
knowledge to the team. As
B4D works to improve farm
efficiency and profitability, his
expertise in farm management
and new venture planning
is an ideal fit for the team in
Papua New Guinea.

Isidor is an expert in organic,
integrated, and related farm
management. He provides
strategic guidance to farmers
in order to develop frameworks
for improving the feasibility of
small-sized farming operations
through integrated livestock
and crop production. Isidor
began his career as technical
staff at Farm Alstonia, Port
Moresby, where he later
started working with Business
for Development to develop
a locally-sourced pig feed
that could be used in the PNG
Highlands region. Isidor worked
on breeding and perfecting
the diet, monitoring pig growth
and health, and ensuring the
pigs met market specifications.
In 2017, Isidor joined Mainland
Holdings Limited (Niugini
Tablebirds) poultry farm,
developing his husbandry
knowledge as a poultry
supervisor and hatchery
manager.

Applying technology incountry is key to ensuring all
Business for Development
projects achieve effective
outcomes. Saumu’s strong
motivation and adaptability is
key to the deployment of these
new approaches. Saumu plays
a pivotal role in connecting
and motivating staff, farmers,
NGOs, local governments and
the private sector to work
together to achieve strong,
sustainable impact.
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Chiedza brings significant
farming and program
management expertise to
Business for Development.
Being in the forefront of key
projects in Zimbabwe and
South Africa that sought
to empower and uplift
smallholder farmers and
emerging farmer enterprises.
Chiedza is passionate about
sustainable farming livelihoods
and is currently pursuing a
PhD with the hope to add to
the body of knowledge on
agriculture, technology,
and gender.

Samanta is known for her
strong work ethic, creatively
problem solving and ability to
mitigate risks. She thrives in an
environment that encourages
improvement, supports ‘best
practice’ initiatives and is
focused on delivering results.
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With Thanks
Board
This year we said farewell to Elizabeth Raut, B4D’s Board Secretary
(9/11/11 to 18/02/22). It was a privilege to work with Elizabeth and the
Board and staff appreciate her invaluable support in governance,
secretariat services and effective administration. With over a decade of
service we cannot thank Elizabeth enough. We wish her the best of luck.

Photo: Some members of the board at Elizabeth's farewell. From (L to R) Kristina Hermanson,
Karen James, Doug Rathbone, Elizabeth Raut and Peter Horton.

Supporters

Business for Development works with a number of organisations who provide their services
pro-bono or low cost. We would like to thank in particular:

Interns

We would like to say a special thank you to our intern Hannah Costin.
We are grateful for her time and support.
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Photo: B4D team in Papua New Guinea getting
the building material ready for the piggery.
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Financials
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Business for Millennium Development Ltd
ABN 27 128 354 549

Notes to the Financial Statements
For the Year Ended 30 June 2022

13

Additional Information - Complying with ACFID Code of Conduct
Explanations
No International Aid & Development revenue, expenses or activities were undertaken throughout the year.
(a) Grants received were in respect of the Export Marketing Development Grant (EMDG).
(b) Other income represents Business for Millennium Development's total other income in order to arrive at the total
revenue figure which agrees to the Statement of Income and Expenditure report.
(c) There were no international programs, community education, or fundraising costs incurred throughout the year.
(d) Accountability and Administration costs include all general administration and office related costs and includes 100%
of the Office Manager's remuneration.
(e) Other expenses includes all other costs in order to arrive at the total expenses of Business for Millennium
Development for the year that are non International Aid & Development or Accountability and Administration related.

14

Auditors' Remuneration

Remuneration of the auditor, for:
- auditing or reviewing the financial statements

15

2022

2021

$

$

9,000

8,500

9,000

8,500

Events after the end of the Reporting Period
No matters or circumstances have arisen since the end of the financial year which significantly affected or may significantly affect
the operations of the Company, the results of those operations or the state of affairs of the Company in future financial years.

16

Company Details
The registered office of and principal place of business of the company is:
Business for Millennium Development Ltd
262 Lorimer Street
Port Melbourne VIC 3207

19
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Business for Development
ABN 27 128 354 549
262 Lorimer Street, Port Melbourne,
Victoria 3207 Australia
Phone +61 3 9008 9030
www.businessfordevelopment.org
contactus@businessfordevelopment.org

businessfordevelopment
https://www.facebook.com/businessfordevelopment/
b4md
https://twitter.com/b4md
businessfordevelopment
https://www.instagram.com/businessfordevelopment/
Business for Development – Inclusive business practitioners
https://www.linkedin.com/company/business-for-development%E2%80%93-inclusive-business-practitioners/

Business for Development is a member
of the Australian Council for International
Development (ACFID) and a signatory of
the ACFID Code of Conduct. ACFID is the
peak Council for Australian not-for-profit
aid and development organisations.
Business for Development is endorsed
as a Deductible Gift Tax Recipient.
Donations of $2 or more to Business
for Development are tax-deductible
in Australia.

